Assignments and Grades in Brightspace
FACULTY
1. To create an assignment first click the corresponding title in the toolbar at the top of
brightspace. Then click “new assignment”.

2. Add a name to the assignment, then add a grade or due date if it is relevant to your
project.
3. In the textbox below you can write instructions, add links, insert videos, and more! If
you want to upload instructions click the insert stuff button, my computer, choose file,
and then upload.
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4. When you're satisfied with the assignment you have created, click save and close.
Make sure to toggle on visibility if the assignment is ready for your students to view.

5. To link this assignment to a specific unit click content in the toolbar. Then select the
unit you want to add the assignment to, choose “add existing”, then “assignments”, and
then click the correct assignment to add to the unit.
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6. Alternatively you can build a specific assignments through the content page by
selecting the correct unit, then “add new”, then “assignments”, and then you will be
brought to the same assignment creation page where you can build an assignment that
will automatically link to the unit you are building it within.

7. To make sure your students are aware of the assignment you can add it to the
calendar by clicking on the calendar heading on the main course page, then selecting
“create an event”, “add content”, choose the specific unit where the assignment can be
found, and finally choose the correct assignment. You can also add a description and
due date to the calendar announcement.

8. Alternatively you can also add an announcement to the course home page by clicking
the menu expander next to announcements. Then click “new announcement” and create
your description and add a link to the assignment.
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9. Assignments are linked to grades on brightspace. To create your own unique grading
system click grades, then choose “setup wizard” which will allow you to choose how to
grade on your brightspace course.
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